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Abstract
The groundswell polemics characterising the
discourse of social media and their impact cannot
be complete without articulating how social media
tools are beginning to shape and change the course
of governance in today's world. The Nigerian
government tested the people's power through the
social media when it announced the removal of
fuel subsidy on the 1st of January 2012. This
policy was greeted with citizen's reactions, which
spread like a harmattan fire demanding for a total
reversal of the government's unpopular policy.
This study assesses the use of the social media
tools as reactionary tools by Nigerians during the
anti-subsidy removal protest. The study adopts a
textual analysis design that involves the analysis
of multiple levels of signs, symbols and other
signifiers in a text. It assesses the impact of social
media tools on the protest and protesters, while
also examining some of the reactionary messages
distributed by Nigerians especially on Facebook
and Twitter. The study concludes that the social
media have become a powerful platform for
communication in Nigeria and will continue to be
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as they guarantee the freedom of expression of the
people and enable them to become active
participants in the democratic and governance
processes.
Keywords: Social media, Protests, Fuel subsidy,
Democracy, Power
Introduction
Anyone still in doubt of the power of the social media in changing
the political fortune of any society obviously has a lot to learn from
the experiences of Joseph Estrada, Ben Ali, Hosni Mubarak, and
Muammar Gaddafi. Nigerians have tasted their own fair share of
the power of the social media. First, the carefully organised rallies
of the Save Nigeria Group (SNG) against the ruling elites over the
vacuum created by the absence of the late Umaru Musa Yar'Adua
who was away on medical treatment is a case in point. Second, the
“Occupy Nigeria” activity against the removal of fuel subsidy by
the Federal Government of Nigeria on January 1st, 2012 is another
case in point. With these, Nigerians have begun to realise that the
silent voices of the masses cannot be ignored anymore when the
affairs of the nation are concerned.
A clear case of the people exercising their power using the
social media was the case of the impeachment of the former
president of the Philippine, Joseph Estrada. According to Shirky
(2011, p. 1):
On January 17, 2001, during the impeachment trial of
Philippine President Joseph Estrada, loyalists in the Philippine
Congress voted to set aside key evidence against him. Less than
two hours after the decision was announced, thousands of
Filipinos, angry that their corrupt president might be let off the
hook, converged on Epifanio de los Santos Avenue, a major
crossroads in Manila. The protest was arranged, in part, by
forwarded text messages reading, “Go 2 EDSA. Wear blk.” The
crowd quickly swelled, and in the next few days, over a million
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people arrived, choking traffic in downtown Manila. The public's
ability to coordinate such a massive and rapid response - close to
seven million text messages were sent that week - so alarmed the
country's legislators that they reversed course and allowed the
evidence to be presented. Estrada's fate was sealed; by January 20,
he was gone. The event marked the first time that social media had
helped force out a national leader. Estrada himself blamed “the
text-messaging generation” for his downfall.
The stories of Estrada, Gaddafi, Ben Ali, and Mubarak's
ousters as well as other social media-engineered protests may
justify the call for control of social media tools with particular
emphasis on the Internet. A note of warning, however, should be
noted that this must not be the case of “throwing the baby away
with the dirty bath water” as the power of the social media lies
mainly in their support of civil society and the public sphere. If
democracy must remain the government of the people by the
people and for the people, then civil society organizations must
remain active to checkmate the excesses of the political class. For
us, every believer in democracy must see the social media tools as
freedom tools for the liberation of the world from the shackles of
oppressors.
While highlighting the power of the media in fostering
political freedom, Shirky (supra) notes that political freedom
cannot be achieved in the absence of a literate civil society linked
enough to deliberate on issues in the public domain. While noting
that it takes people to make media messages to have the desired
effects, Shirky, citing the famous political opinion study of 1948
by Elihu Katz and Paul Lazarsfeld note that:
…mass media alone do not change people's minds; instead,
there is a two-step process. Opinions are first transmitted by the
media, and then they get echoed by friends, family members, and
colleagues. It is in this second, social step that political opinions
are formed. This is the step in which the Internet in general, and
social media in particular, can make a difference (2011, p. 6).
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Since the proliferation of the Internet in the early 1990s, the
level of interconnectivity in the world has been on the increase
with billions of people connected via different social media
platforms. Social media platforms like Twitter, Facebook, Google
plus, MySpace and others have gradually become ready tools in
the hand of civil and political agitators in different societies in the
world. It is no more surprising to see major political actors having
fans pages or personal pages with which they reach out to their
citizens at different times.
In January 2012, Many Nigerians turned out in various
cities in the country to protest what many believed was the Federal
Government's weak way of tackling corruption in the oil and gas
sector of the economy by removing fuel subsidy. Although led by
the labour unions in the country, most of the protesters were not
typical political actors. Many were simply mobilized through
Facebook, Twitter and other online communities with millions of
active members; this amplified the second step of Katz, and
Lazarsfeld's two-step process by allowing members to form
political opinions through conversation and later joining in the
protest, which lasted for a week until the government made some
concessions.
It is in this light that this study seeks to find out how the
social media tolls were deployed to the January 2012 anti-fuel
subsidy removal protests as well as how they can be harnessed and
used to strengthen democracy in Nigeria.
The problem
Social media tolls are beginning to re-shape societies in the world.
According to the United States Institute of Peace, “The New
media can have an impact by helping to transform individuals and
give them new competencies that empower them in politics. This
can be something as simple as taking a picture or a video with a
smart phone, uploading that image of that footage to YouTube.”
Today, they are gradually becoming the voice of the oppressed and
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the mouth piece of the downtrodden. But erroneously, most
attempts to situate the use of social media tools in the political
process or actions have often been reduced to issues of
confrontations between governments, the political class and the
masses. This is because, such views are often seen from eyes of
places where there were serious confrontational or violent
changes arising from mobilisations through the social media – the
Arab Spring. We must understand that social media are not a
replacement for real-world actions but a way to coordinate them.
In spite of their potentials, social media tools can become
dangerous tools in the hands of dissidents. Today's dissident
movements have shown the capacity to use any means possible to
frame their views and coordinate their actions and may resort to
using the social media to bring down elected governments by
selling false ideas to the people whenever they feel they do not
have the needed followership to win in an election. Even
authoritarian governments could resort to stifling communication
among their citizens because of the fear that a better-coordinated
populace would constrain their ability to act without oversight.
Communicative freedom is good for political freedom,
especially in developing countries such as Nigeria. However, the
danger remains that it will be difficult for outsiders to understand
the conditions of dissents in their country and any external support
runs the risk of tainting even peaceful opposition as being directed
by foreign elements, which was the case in Libya.
The problem necessitating this study, therefore, is how can
the social media tools be effectively deployed in political crisis,
especially protests by the masses?
Objectives
1. To find out the format in which texts on the anti-fuel
subsidy protests were presented on the social media sites
in January 2012.
2. To examine the feeling of Nigerians as conveyed in their
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text communication through social media concerning the
anti-fuel subsidy removal protests.
3. To assess the type of language used in conveying texts
posted on social media sites during the anti-fuel subsidy
removal protests.
Research Questions
1. In what format were texts on the anti-fuel subsidy protests
presented on the social media sites?
2. What were the feelings of Nigerians as conveyed in their
text communication through social media concerning the
anti-fuel subsidy removal protests?
3. What type of language was used in conveying the texts
posted on social media sites during the anti-fuel subsidy
removal protests?
Literature Review
Social Media and Democracy in Nigeria
Social media have become the engine of social movements in the
world today. In many countries, citizens are being mobilised
through their platforms either for sharing new ideas, the desire to
establish new orders or to improve current ones. This development
calls for the application of the Internet that has been deployed in a
democratic and revolutionary manner. Using the social media,
citizens either have become informed or are informing others.
They have also been able to construct new social and political
relations with a view to growing planetary citizenry with
democratic ideals.
Gone are the days when the most powerful in the society
control the media and by extension, the people. Today, the media
have been placed in the hands of anyone who desires them. With
mobile phones, citizens participate in democratic and social
processes. According to Castells (2009), “The powerful have been
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spying on their subjects since the beginning of history, but the
subjects can now watch the powerful, at least to a greater extent
than in the past. We have all become potential citizen journalists
who, if equipped with a mobile phones, can record and instantly
upload to the global networks any wrongdoing by anyone,
anywhere” (p. 413).
Globally, leaders are no longer in doubt of the peoples'
power in a post-technology world. Nigeria is not an exception,
even though it is yet to be reckoned with as a technologically
advanced country. In countries like India, corruption is being
challenged with the power of the social media and governments'
ignorance of this spells doom. Even Saudi Arabia, which hitherto
restricted women from driving, had to make a definitive change in
the wake of the Arab Spring. The country was also to shift grounds
on women's voting rights and reluctantly sent its first female
athletes to the London 2012 Olympics.
The development of multiple public spheres occasioned
by the Internet has helped to improve mutual understanding.
Loader and Mercea (2011) note that as Networked media have the
potential to re-configure communicative power relations, by
facilitating social networking and 'user-centred innovation',
citizens can challenge the monopoly of media production and
dissemination by state and commercial institutions (p. 759).
According to Friedman (2012), “The wiring of the world
through social media and web-enabled cellphones is changing the
nature of conversations between leaders and the led everywhere.
We're going from largely one-way conversations — top-down —
to overwhelmingly two-way conversations — bottom-up and topdown. This has many upsides: more participation, more
innovation and more transparency. But can there be such a thing as
too much participation — leaders listening to so many voices all
the time and tracking the trends that they become prisoners of
them?”
No one ever thought that citizens in different countries
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where censorship had traditionally blocked anti-government
voices would employ Twitter hashtags, Facebook groups,
YouTube videos and Flickr streams. Social media became
important channels for the representatives of populist discontent
who now adopt and adapt them as new methods of communication
to reach each other and outside sympathizers, often at terrible risk
to their own lives and the safety of their families. Social media
have begun to take on a new meaning in democracy by providing a
collective voice that now assists the masses in documenting their
struggle for change and a better society.
Deploying Social Media Tools in Mass Protests
In 2011, an extraordinary wave of popular protest swept the Arab
world with the coordinated popular mobilization bringing down
the long-ruling leaders in Tunisia, Egypt and Libya. These protests
fundamentally helped in reshaping the nature of politics in the
Arab region. Social networking sites such as Twitter, Facebook,
and YouTube played immense and visible roles in all the protests,
especially by keeping foreign audiences abreast with experiences
and occurrences around them through real-time Twitter feeds or
YouTube videos posted to Facebook pages, Twitter and YouTube
sites.
Similarly, protesters at the Gani Fawehinmi Freedom
Square Lagos, similar to Egypt's Tahrir Square had a strong online
presence from both the social and mainstream media in Nigeria.
The anti-fuel subsidy removal protests were the first of its kind in
the country as it marked the first time the government and the
people will square up on an issue without the government being
able to control the amount of information and discussions in the
public domain. Social media sites and pages served as key online
gathering places for disaffected Nigerians, conduits for
information on fuel subsidy removal and to some extent vehicles
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for organizing protests.
During the protests, Twitter users shared pictures of
protesters in different places as well as the pictures of people killed
by police officers at Ogba, a Lagos suburb and Mowe in Ogun
State. Some dwelt on the breakdown of Nigeria's 2012 budget
figures where they compared figures allocated to the office of the
president and his vice, with special focus on monies allocated for
the purchase of diesel and generators. Some hackers even targeted
some Nigerian government websites including that of the
Economic and Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC) and the
Ministry of Agriculture. Others even took a swipe on the
mainstream media especially on their coverage of the protest,
which they suspected was tilted to favour the government rather
than driving home the demands of the protesters.
Even President Jonathan who, hitherto, enjoyed the
followership of the people on social networking site, Facebook,
was not spared. The president's Facebook wall was filled with
angry comments, a sharp deviation from the praises he received
when he used the same platform to announce his presidential
ambition in 2011. A particular tweet shared by @occupynigeria
reads, “It is d official day to UNLIKE him on Facebook. Let's
change d 685,015 number of Nigerians dat LIKE to 000000 within
2 days. (Pls RT).” This was apparently meant to “unlike”
President Jonathan on Facebook by his numerous fans to show
their displeasure to the unpopular decision to remove fuel subsidy
and increase petrol pump price. Gory images and videos depicting
President Jonathan as the villain of the Nigerian people were
exchanged through social media sites and Jokes about the
president's wife, Patience, were distributed in their numbers in text
messages and on social networking sites.
Many Nigerians saw the protest as the beginning of new
things to come in a country where corruption has been treated with
kid gloves. One thing cannot be taken away from the protests
which were spread using social media tools and the fact remains
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that Nigerians are now more informed and involved in what is
going on in their country and will not hesitate to use the means
available to them to register their displeasures.
Theoretical Framework
This study is theoretically anchored on the Frustration-Aggression
theory, developed in 1939 by psychologist, John Dollard and his
associates. Expansion to the theory was later done by scholars
such as Leonard Berkowitz (1962) and Aubrey Yates (1962). They
focused on aggression resulting from inability to fulfil needs.
Faleti (2006) citing Feierabends, (1969) notes that the main thrust
of the theory hinges on the “want-get-ratio” and the difference
between “expected need satisfaction” and “actual need
satisfaction” (p. 47) i.e., the discrepancy between what people feel
they want or deserve and what they actually get.
Often times, when people are unable to get what they want
or what they think they deserve, frustration sets in and this could
result in violence or protests against those they consider
responsible for their state of deprivation. “The greater the
discrepancy, however marginal, between what is sought and what
seems attainable, the greater would be the chances that anger and
violence would result” (Gurr, 1970, p. 24).
The theory demonstrates that, contrary to the beliefs held
by realists and biological theorists; aggression does not just erupt
as a natural reason or instinct but results from frustration and in
situations where the legitimate desires of people are denied,
directly or indirectly, out of frustration, they may result to
expressing themselves through anger or violence and in which
case, such violence or anger may be vented on persons or
individuals they consider to be responsible.
The issue of the protest over fuel subsidy removal of
January 2012 in Nigeria arose from the fact that over the years,
Nigerians have been deprived the benefits of their God-given
natural resources which a few individuals within and outside the
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government circle have continued to enjoy. It has been difficult for
many Nigerians to live with the reality of buying a litre of fuel at
prices higher than what they are sold in non-oil producing nations
of the world. They believe that they deserve a fairer deal from the
government, which they do not get. For instance, many of the
protesters disagreed with the government's view that Nigerians
should make sacrifice by supporting the subsidy removal since it
will save the government some millions of dollars which to them,
the issue of sacrifice ought to be on the part of the government and
the political leaders who are getting more than every other
Nigerians from the national cake. All they were saying was
enough of this game from the government. The people of Nigeria
know what is good for them and would not take anything less. To
many Nigerians, who have been waiting for an opportunity to vent
their anger on the government and the political class, the January
2012 protest was just the tonic needed to ease their minds of the
aggressions bottled inside over the years. To the protesters and
their organisers, increasing the pump price of fuel was not what the
masses wanted as a New Year's gift but the willingness of the
government to fight those who have consistently enriched
themselves from the nation's oil and gas wealth to the detriment of
the poor masses.
In expressing their frustration and aggression against the
government for the increase in fuel pump price, the people saw
social media tools as their only option since they are not under
government laws or regulations like the mainstream media. Many
things they could not express in their anger using the mainstream
media, they did using the social media by twitting, texting, sharing
photos and videos as well as blogging their anger and frustrations.
Method
The social media as a subset of the new media is an emerging area
of communication research; hence adopting appropriate
methodological design for social media studies is a challenge to
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media researchers (McMillan, 2000). Newhagen and Rafaeli
(1996) argue that the very nature of web content tests the limits of
positivist methodological and epistemological postulates and,
therefore, limits the reliance only on quantitative methods of
research.
Against this backdrop, this study adopted Textual Analysis
as the design for the study. Textual Analysis, according to Barthes
(1975, p. 64) is a “qualitative reading of a text that concentrates on
the cultural and ideological assumptions of media content and
form”. Nsikak (2010) contends that the method involves the
analysis of multiple levels of signs, symbols and other signifiers in
the text. He goes further to say that the context of the analysis in
this instance is the political economy and symbolic structure of the
cultural product under investigation.it identifies how the reader's
preferred interpretation of the text relates to the dominant
ideology that serves as an external background to the text.
Considering the period of the protest from first to 15th
January 2012, it is not possible to download all texts posted or
shared on the Internet during the period. This is because social
media contents are frequently uploaded or shared based on
individuals perceived interpretation of a given text. Hence, the
researchers purposively selected 200 texts shared or distributed
using different social media sites or networks such as Facebook,
Twitter, blogs, Short Message Services (SMS) etc. during the
period of the protest. 'Text' in this context refers to written
messages, graphic illustrations, photographs, images that convey
symbolic meaning to the sharers. Although different readers can
subject a given text to multiple meaning, the analysis is based on
Critical Discourse Analysis of the text. According to Van Dijk
(1988) Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) is concerned with
studying and analysing written text and spoken words to reveal the
discursive sources of power, dominance, inequality, bias and how
these sources are initiated, maintained, reproduced and
transformed within specific social, economic, political, and
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historical contexts. It tries to illuminate ways in which the
dominant forces in a society construct versions of reality that
favour their interest.
To effectively analyse the selected texts, a coding sheet was
designed using the following coding parameters:
Text Channels: This is the channel in which messages
from opponents of fuel subsidy removal were circulated.
(a)
Facebook
(b)
Twitter
(c)
2go
(d)
Blogs
(e)
Mobile Text Messages
This gave an insight into whether the social media or social
networking sites played a major role in the distribution of the antifuel subsidy messages.
Text Format: Expression of feelings for subsidy
Removal: Three perspectives were identified in the study:
(a)
Positive – messages that gave subtle or explicit
support for the protests against the removal of fuel
subsidy. For instance, if a message says the
protesters were fighting a just cause or merely reacting to years of corruption and neglect and that
what was needed to arrest the protest was doing for
government to listen to the protesters.
(b)
Negative – Messages that did not give any positive
support to the protest against the removal of fuel
subsidy.
(c)
Neutral – Messages that were equivocal or merely
recounted source's opinion on to the protest against
the removal of fuel subsidy without expressing a
definite stand on it.
Sources of Messages: The following sources of messages were
identified:
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(a)
Political/Opinion Leaders
(b)
Opposition political parties
(c)
Local Residents/Victims
(d)
Labour leaders
(e)
Others
(f)
All of the above
Language/Tone: This was analysed and grouped into three
categories: Confrontational, biased, and conciliatory.
Confrontational tones took the stance that there was
a “zero-sum” conflict going on and used negative,
emotionally charged words to describe the government such
as “criminals,” “wicked,” “thieves,” “evil,” etc, which tend to
escalate rather than de-escalate the crisis.
Biased tone portrayed one side positively, while
neglecting to give information on the other side's position or
portraying it negatively.
Conciliatory tone sought to encourage a “win-win”
attitude in the interest of all sides and encouraging peaceful
conflict settlement. “Language/Tone” was adapted from an
instrument used in Gorretti (2007).

Findings
Table 1: Message Channels

Social Media Channel

Frequency

Twitter
Facebook
2go
Blogs
Mobile Text Messages
Total

48
66
21
39
26
200
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Percentage
(%)
24.0
33.0
10.5
19.5
13.0
100
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Table 1 indicates that out of 200 messages analysed, 48 (24.0%)
were from Twitter, 33% from Facebook while social messaging
site 2go had 21 (10.5%) of the messages analysed. Thirty-nine
(39) messages constituting 19.5% were retrieved from blogs while
the remaining 26 (13.0%) messages were from texts distributed
through mobile phone short messaging services (sms). Table 2
presents the formats of the text presentations.
Table 2: Formats of text presentation
Social
Medium

Written
Messages
N (%)
Twitter
29 (21.16)
Facebook
42 (30.65)
2go
17 (12.40)
Blogs
23 (16.78)
Text Mesgs. 26 (18.97)
137 (68.5)

Format Variables
Graphic
Photograph Videos/
Illustration
Links
N (%)
N (%)
N (%)
6 (31.57)
6 (24.00)
7 (36.84)
7 (36.84)
9 (36.00)
8 (42.10)
1 (5.26)
3 (12.00)
0 (0.00)
5 (26.31)
7 (28.00)
4 (21.05)
0 (0.00)
0 (0.00)
0 (0.00)
19 (9.5)
25 (12.5)
19 (9.5)

Audio
Messages
N (%)
0 (0.00)
0 (0.00)
0 (0.00)
0 (0.00)
0 (0.00)
0 (0.00)

N

Total
(%)

48 (24.0)
66 (33.0)
21 (10.5)
39 (19.5)
26 (13.0)
200 (100)

Table 2 indicates that of 200 messages analysed, 137
(68.5%) were written messages; 19 (9.5%) texts appeared as
graphic illustrations, and photographs were 25 (12.5%). The texts
also included 9.5% of video links.
This result shows that much of the texts analysed during
the period of the anti-fuel subsidy removal protests were presented
in the form of written messages that were in the form of reports or
stories posted on different sites. The implication is that since the
messages were largely written in journalistic form, the level of
their believability and readership may have had far-reaching
effects in encouraging the protesters to keep faith with the
struggle, while the protest lasted. Table 3 presents the expression
of feelings in the messages analysed.
Table 3: Expression of Feelings for Subsidy Removal
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Expression of feelings was classified into three perspectives:
Positive –texts that gave subtle or explicit support for the anti-fuel
subsidy removal protests. For instance, if a text says the protesters
were fighting a just cause or merely reacting to years of neglect
and injustice meted out on the masses, and that what was needed to
calm the protests was for the government to listen and return the
pump prices of fuel or return back to full subsidy regime. Negative
– texts matters that condemned the anti-fuel subsidy removal
protests; Neutral – text items that were equivocal or merely
recounted source's opinion on the anti-fuel subsidy removal
protests without expressing a definite stand on it.
In Table 3, of the 200 texts analysed, 141(70.5%) were
positive; 24 (12.0%) were negative. The neutral portrayal of the
anti-fuel subsidy protests were 25(12.5%) text materials.
It is evident from the Table that Facebook portrayed the
protests most positively and negatively than the other social media
sites, while texts from Twitter were the most detached even though
there were also positive texts from the social networking site.
In sum, the texts analysed remained highly positive in
support of the protest. This is not surprising, where the mainstream
media would not give protesters a voice; they found the social
media as a means of expressing their feelings uninhibited. Table 4
presents data on the sources of texts on the anti-fuel subsidy
protests.
Table 4: Sources of Texts
Social Medium

Twitter
Facebook
2go
Blogs
Mobile Text Msgs.

Expression Variables
Positive
Negative
N
(%)
N
(%)
26 (18.43)
7 (29.16)
39 (27.65)
13 (54.16)
19 (13.47)
1 (4.16)
31 (27.45)
3 (12.5)
26 (21.09)
0 (0.00)
141 (70.5)
24 (12.0)

Total
Neutral
N (%)
15 (60.0)
14 (56.0)
1 (4.0)
5 (20.0)
0 (0.00)
25 (12.5)

N
(%)
48 (24.0)
66 (33.0)
21 (10.5)
39 (19.5)
26 (13.0)
200 (100)

Sources of texts on the protest were examined in the study. Table 4,
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which summarises the various sources, indicates that the local
residents/protesters were the dominant source of information
posted on the five sites studied. It accounted for 50% of sources of
texts. Political/Opinion Leaders were the sources of 21 (10.5)
texts analysed as compared to 10(5.0%) of those, which source can
be attributed to labour leaders. Other sources constituted 61
(30.5%) which is the second most attributed source of texts on the
protest. Table 5 shows the analysis of the wording of the texts
analysed during the protest.
Table 5: Language of texts
Newspaper

Twitter
Facebook
2go
Blogs
Mobile Text Msg
Total

Language Variables
Confrontational Bias
Conciliatory
N
(%)
N
(%)
N
(%)
23 (19.49)
11 (36.66)
9 (36.0)
39 (33.05)
9 (30.0)
11 (44.0)
16 (14.48)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
27 (13.55)
4 (13.33)
2 (8.0)
13 (11.01)
6 (20.0)
3 (12.0)
118 (68.20)
30 (15.0)
25 (12.5)
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Total
N
(%)
43 (24.85)
59 (34.10)
16 (9.24)
33 (19.07)
22 (12.71)
173 (100)
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To run the analysis of the wording of the texts obtained
from the different social media sites studied, three constructs were
used: Confrontational, biased and conciliatory. Confrontational
language took the stance that there was a “zero-sum” conflict
going on and used negative, emotionally changed words such as
criminals, thieves, corrupt, wicked, etc., to describe the action of
the government in removing fuel subsidy. Biased tones were
slanted towards one side in the conflict, while conciliatory tone
sought to encourage a “win-win” attitude in the interest of all sides
and encouraging peaceful settlement.
As shown in Table 5, most of the texts were significantly
confrontational and did not work for peace as is evident in 68.20%
score of the use of confrontational language. Thirty (30) texts,
constituting 15.0% were couched in biased tone, while 25 (12.5%)
texts analysed within the period of the study appeared in
conciliatory tones. Table 6 shows the analysis of the wording of
the texts, which portends peace initiative during the protest.
Discussion of Findings
This section discusses the findings of the study in relation to the
three research questions raised.
Research Question One: In what format were texts on the antifuel subsidy protests presented on the social media sites?
The answer to this research question can be found in Table
2 which indicates that of a total of 200 texts analysed, 137 (68.5%)
were in written format; 19 (9.5%) texts where in the form of
graphic illustrations while photographs constituted 25 (12.5%) of
the format in which the analysed texts were presented. The texts
also included video links 19 (9.5%).
This result shows that much of the texts analysed during
the period of the protest were presented in the form of written
messages, which were in the form of reports or stories posted on
different social media sites. The implication is that since the
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messages were largely written in journalistic form, the level of
their believability and readership may have had far-reaching
effects in encouraging the protesters in keeping faith with the
struggle while the protest lasted.
Research Question Two: What were the feelings of Nigerians as
conveyed in their text communication through social media
concerning the anti-fuel subsidy removal protests?
Table 3 which presented expressions of feelings provided
answer to this research question. By classifying expression into
three perspectives: Positive –texts that gave subtle or explicit
support for the anti-fuel subsidy removal protests. For instance, if
a text says the protesters were fighting a just cause or merely
reacting to years of neglect and injustice meted out on the masses,
and that what was needed to calm the protests was for the
government to listen and return the pump prices of fuel o return
back to full subsidy regime. Negative – texts matters that
condemned the anti-fuel subsidy removal protests; Neutral – text
items that were equivocal or merely recounted source's opinion on
the anti-fuel subsidy removal protests without expressing a
definite stand on it. It was discovered that of the 200 texts
analysed, 141(70.5%) were positive; 24 (12.0%) were negative.
The neutral portrayal of the anti-fuel subsidy protests were
25(12.5%) text materials.
It is also evident from the Table that Facebook portrayed the
protests most positively and negatively than the other social media
sites, while texts from Twitter were the most detached even though
there were also positive texts from the social networking site.
In sum, the texts analysed remained highly positive in
support of the anti-fuel subsidy removal protests. This is not
surprising where the mainstream media would not give protesters
a voice; they found the social media as a means of expressing their
feelings on the fuel subsidy removal uninhibited. Table 4 presents
data on the sources of texts on the anti-fuel subsidy protests.
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Supporting this, a notable Nigerian blogger, Linda Ikeji
wrote, “Watching the government owned NTA, you would never
think there's any crisis in Nigeria. They are not covering the protest
or interviewing people against the subsidy removal. On NTA,
there's peace and calm in Nigeria and Nigerians love their
president.” This implies that the protesters saw the social media as
the only channel to express their opposition to the government's
decision to remove fuel subsidy. Another blogger, in justifying the
support given to the protesters, said: “The beauty of social media
is that I control the information I want people to hear. I won't let
people listen to lies from government.”
Research Question Three: What sort of language was used in
conveying the texts posted on social media sites during the antifuel subsidy removal protests?
Table 5 provides answer to this research question. As
observed, the majority of the texts were significantly in
confrontational language and did not work for peace as is evident
in 68.20% score of the text use of confrontational language. Thirty
(30) texts constituting 15.0% were couched in biased tone while
25 (12.5%) texts analysed within the period of the study appeared
in conciliatory tones. Table 6 shows the analysis of the wording of
the texts, which portends peace initiative during the protest.
This obviously shows that Nigerians were not willing to listen to
the government on why the subsidy must be removed because to
them, the situation of the common people is not improving. For
instance, one of the texts reads thus:
“Day 4: The struggle continues... Bloodshed,
arson, hunger, tears, pain, darkness, cries of
protest, rain of curses, gloom, uncertainty...in the
prime of our lives? And the government wont shift
grounds? Hmmmmmmmm. #keep OCCUPYING
Nigeria#.”
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The protesters simply believed that the
government was anti-people by causing them
more hardship. They even cast aspersions on
some notable Nigerians who dared to speak in
favour of the subsidy removal saying:
“It's no news that some Nollywood actors have been bribed to
speak in support of the fuel subsidy removal. Likes of Francis
Duru and Segun Arinze. More of them still coming”.
In fact a notable Nigerian, Hon. Patrick Obahiagbon had this to
say on his Facebook wall:
Must the people now bear the brunt for governments
ineptitude, inefficiency and pusillanimity in squaring
up with these economic philistines and fat cows? I feel
even more nauseated and vexed that the Governors
Forum has (sic) post-haste conferred an apocalyptic
imprimatur on this genie. Let's not forget that majority
of these same Governors had earlier called for this state
of affairs as a condition sine-qua-non for paying the
minimum wage. What opprobrium? What a depreciable
descent from the sublime to the ridiculous? It's up to us
all to put this Presidential and Gubernatorial genie back
into the bottle but are we prepared?
With such confrontational texts even from notable persons
actually had a serious impact on the protest and protesters as it
encouraged them to continue in the struggle of getting the
government to back down on their decision. It is therefore not
surprising that the majority of the texts circulated within the
period of this study were couched in confrontational tone.
Conclusion
In this age of information explosion, it is difficult to undermine the
social media in information dissemination and its capacity to unite
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and dethrone government through mass mobilization. However,
“the use of social media tools – text messaging, e-mail, photosharing, social network, and the like – does not have a single
preordained outcome. Therefore, attempts to outline their effects
on political action are too often reduced to duelling anecdotes”
(Shirky, 2011, p. 2). Factors that seem to impact its successful use
include the size, ethnic diversity, and education levels of the
population, the existence of a modern telecommunications
infrastructure, and the amount of censorship used by the existing
regime. Social media has limited impact at best on an important
factor affecting nascent revolutions – a regime's willingness to use
force to squelch protests.
The Nigerian government and political office holders as
well as public officers holders must be conscious of the capacity of
the people to galvanise themselves into action using social media
tools. Social media, no doubt, have become powerful platforms
for communication in Nigeria and will continue to be because they
guarantee the freedom of expression of the people and enable them
to become active participants in democratic and governance
processes, which is still limited by the mainstream media.
Recommendations
Given the findings and conclusions reached, the following
recommendations are put forward:
1. Government should recognise the social media as channels for
the promotion of the freedom of expression and information
and should not contemplate regulating them because citizens
use them to express their opinions against government
policies.
2. Social media users and advocates should mind the type of texts
they post on the sites for peoples' consumption as phony
characters might latch in on situations to cause chaos and heat
up the polity unnecessarily.
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3. To get to the roots of the causes of conflicts, blogger using the
social media should ensure that their texts are balanced by
ensuring that they liaise with mainstream journalists by
including opinion and interviews from conflict experts, in
their blogs. This will help create proper understanding of the
issues at stake in order to facilitate early resolution of the
conflict.
4. Opposition politicians should not see the social media platforms
as means to bring down the government of the day, rather they
should use them as channels to engage the government in
meaningful dialogue that will bring development and
betterment of the society at large.
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APPENDIX
Some Analysed Texts
This whole things only illustrates lucidly that GEJ is out of his debt. Even our
Okada boys now argue about megawatts while on break because of our woeful
power situation !!!! Similarly, all Nigerians are brighter about how subsidy has
being hijacked to become a huge scam under GEJ.
Next, Nigerians will naturally begin to pay attention to how those who enjoy the
biggest largesse of office subsidy by far , i.e a mere 0.0001% of the population
connected with affairs of Governance, are reluctant to do away with their
'subsidy' while they insist wickedly that the fuel subsidy that benefits 160
million Nigerians must go immediately and totally.
Gej is trying to avoid fighting the cabal directly and tackling corruption, he is
tryn to use imf,worldbank policies to make things right and it would onlu
impoverish the people of nigera the more.If he can't fight correuption and
expose the reot in the system,and secure our borders, he is not fit to rule this
country.Do u know the amount of fraud perpetuated by dpr,nnpc and at atlas
cove,some fuel importers connive with nnpc officials, collect refined fuel from
the nigerian refineries ,and form that these peroducts are imported.shame on
gej,
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I never knew GEJ was as dumb as this. Can someone pls remind him that this is a
democracy where the yearnings & aspirations of the people is sacrosanct?
Laugh it off:
A plane with 5 passengers was about to crash in midair and there
were only 4 parachutes. 1st passenger, Lionel Messi: I'm d world's best
footballer, my fans still needs me. He takes one and
jumps. 2nd passenger, Aliko
Dangote: I'm Africa's richest man. I don't want to die now. He
takes another one and jumps.
Third passenger, Goodluck
Jonathan: I'm the President of Nigeria, the most powerful and
intelligent President in Africa. I have Boko and Subsidy issues to deal with. He
takes one and
jumps. The 4th passenger was d
Pope, Pope said to d 5th passenger, an 8 yr old girl
"I'm an old man, I'll sacrifice my life
for Urs"but d girl replied"no need for dat, there are 2 parachutes left. "how can
that be?"asked
Pope. The girl replied"The Nigerian President took my school bag! Bad luck
mumu
Nigerian this is the time to pray & fast together and lives everything in the hands
of God almighty. The revelation I receive is that God has intervene already as
you can see the capitalist and socialist power & economy are already entering
pit of no return. Once this entire imperialist die forever & ever then we shall be
able to control our economy by ourselves. Our government is scare of this
people seated upon this country they remote our economy from outside world.
Belief me God has intervene and the wicked capitalist & socialist power &
economy shall die forever. Let pray let cry let fast so that God shall put is work
to finish. Don't oppose the government but rely on God for total interventions &
do not stop God intervene by putting laws into your hand. Romance {13:1} Let
every soul be subject unto the higher powers. For there is no power but of God:
the powers that be are ordained of God. {13:2} Whosoever therefore resisteth
the power, resisteth the ordinance of God: and they that resist shall receive to
themselves damnation. {13:3}For rulers are not a terror to good works, but to
the evil. Wilt thou then not be afraid of the power? do that which is good, and
thou shalt have praise of the same.
Nigeria government said they cannot longer pay subsidy and they intend to pass
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the payment to the general public by increase the fuel to 140N. America they
copied pay the following subsidy Fuel, medical, Agriculture, transport,
Electricity and fresh graduate. The only subsidy Nigeria govenmt pay is what
they intend to remove and want the general public to pay from there pocket what
a wicked & Ant-Christ Governement, There salaries & alawances carry heavy
duty subsidy 25M per month but they cannot subsidize 76N per Nigerian.
FortySeven said...
Jonathan is an imbecile! Posterity will judge him for this wickedness and he
will not suffer it alone!! God will punish him and his generations yet unborn for
the untold hardships he has caused decent hardworking Nigerians!!
He is a dismal failure as a leader and a weak excuse for a man. I dont really
understand why people expected anything good from him and this serves
Nigerians right for going to the booths to vote for a fickle, imbecilic, weak,
retarded, confused puppet. I said it then and my voice was drowned out by the
scores of voices shouting "give hinm a chance! He will bring us good luck!"
This is what you get when you vote based on sentiments and romantic notions
rather than fact and antecedents. Look at jonathan's political career and tell me
what his antecedents and accomplishments are...NOTHING! Why then should
we be suprised that the fool unilaterally decided to increase the price of fuel
overnight?? And by declaration nonethelesS! He effectively said to the NASS
and every single Nigerian "screw you, what can you do???" I pray that FOR
ONCE Nigerians will rise up against the callousness and wickedness and do
what it takes to force the government to reverse this course of action. And why
stop there?? I say we should go further to demand for the fool's resignation or
impeachment! i say we should take to the streets in protest until the fool is
forced to see the light!
I can only pray that Nigerians will not (as we are prone to do) decide to
manage the situation.
ENOUGH IS ENOUGH! Let us occupy the government houses in all the
states, let us stage sit-ins at all NNPC and major fuel stations, let us take to the
streets and register our protest because if we dont our children will look at us in
the midst of their suffering and wonder why we decided to squander the future
that we should have secured for them.
GOD BLESS NIGERIA!!
Seun GS said...
Dear All,
The subject matter is for your view.
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Check this out on subsidy:
1. One barrel of Crude oil = 42gallons or 159 litres
2. Our Refineries (i.e 4) Installed (combined) capacity = 445,000 ... barrels
per day
3. Actual refineries capacity due to aging equipment = 30% i.e. 133,500
barrels per day
4. 133,500 barrels = 21.2 million liters
5. Local required consumption (F.O.S) = 12millions liters
6. It means that even our MORIBOND refineries can actually meet our local
consumption need of petroleum.
7. The cost structure of crude oil (i.e. Qua Iboe Crude Oil) production;
- Findings / development - $3.5
- Production cost - $1.5
- Refining Cost - $12.6
- Pipeline/transportation - $1.5
- Distr/bridging fund Margin -$15.69
8. True cost of one liter of petroleum anywhere in Nigeria;
- Total sum cost = $34.8
- 1ltr cost = $34.8/159 liters = $0.219
- Naira equip. 0.219xN160= N35.02k
- Add Tax N5 + N35.02 = N40.02
9. Let FGN refute the above composition and if not, they should tell us how
they came about N65/litre.
10. Locally refined products cannot be sold at International price.
11. We really do not need FGN SUBSIDY as there was NONE in the first
place.
12. What is LACKING, is the WILL to enforce LAW ON CORRUPTION.
We still stand a chance as a COUNTRY.
Analysis done by Professor Tam David West, former Petroleum Minister
However, regardless of how terrible the jungle is, the lion can never eat
grass…..It will be well with us all!
January 3, 2012 at 1:26 PM
Seun GS said...
Dear All,
The subject matter is for your view.
Check this out on subsidy:
1. One barrel of Crude oil = 42gallons or 159 litres
2. Our Refineries (i.e 4) Installed (combined) capacity = 445,000 ... barrels
per day
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3. Actual refineries capacity due to aging equipment = 30% i.e. 133,500
barrels per day
4. 133,500 barrels = 21.2 million liters
5. Local required consumption (F.O.S) = 12millions liters
6. It means that even our MORIBOND refineries can actually meet our local
consumption need of petroleum.
7. The cost structure of crude oil (i.e. Qua Iboe Crude Oil) production;
- Findings / development - $3.5
- Production cost - $1.5
- Refining Cost - $12.6
- Pipeline/transportation - $1.5
- Distr/bridging fund Margin -$15.69
8. True cost of one liter of petroleum anywhere in Nigeria;
- Total sum cost = $34.8
- 1ltr cost = $34.8/159 liters = $0.219
- Naira equip. 0.219xN160= N35.02k
- Add Tax N5 + N35.02 = N40.02
9. Let FGN refute the above composition and if not, they should tell us how
they came about N65/litre.
10. Locally refined products cannot be sold at International price.
11. We really do not need FGN SUBSIDY as there was NONE in the first
place.
12. What is LACKING, is the WILL to enforce LAW ON CORRUPTION.
We still stand a chance as a COUNTRY.
Analysis done by Professor Tam David West, former Petroleum Minister
However, regardless of how terrible the jungle is, the lion can never eat
grass…..It will be well with us all!
January 3, 2012 at 1:26 PM
Anonymous said...
Our leaders are not very forward thinking at all. Isn't the point of making all
these changes to better the well being of the average Nigerian? Why is it that
their decisions always manage to result in the furthest from making things better
and easier for us all? I would really like to know if they actually thought this
would make things better, mr jonathan needs to justify this, if he can, then I'm
good.
If we had a few BASIC amenities like the "almighty electricity" then at least
we can moan and complain under the comfort of our ceiling fans and air-con.
But oh no! That's asking for too much
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If they gave us electricity and removed the subsidy, then it's all the same, I'll
just divert the gen fuel to the car.
Anonymous said...
Ogun Oh! Sango Oh! Obatala Oh! Esu Oh!Orunmila Oh!!!! All u dieties
should rise and Kill The Families of Badluck Egbeere Jo-Lantern!!! who people
called Ebele Jonathan because He is inflicting more sufferings to the Already
impoverished Nigerians!! Ashe!!! Amen!!!! Amin!!!!
Vaughn Samuel said...
I get upset when people keep calling on God to Help us. What else do you
want Him to do? He sets up the situation and expects us to take advantage of it.
Jonathans heart has been hardened by God because He wants to destroy
him...Its time for Nigerians to rise and take over. Read the Bible people, God
aint sending no angels. If Joshua and David could go to war to get what God
promised them, How much more Nigerians. Please wake up and lets get these
power junkies out of power!!!! Let the revolution begin, Crude oil and petrol is
our common patrimony. They have no right to punish Nigerians over our
commonwealth.
'Fuel subsidy is our punishment for laughing at Jonathan's wife let's see what it
can cause'
'Artists will start posing with 50 kg of petrol in pictures and videos'.
'My friend started dating a petrol station attendant 2 days ago'
'Man beats wife to comma for using gen to watch Nigerian film'.
Dowry list: 50 tubers of yam, 50 litres of fuel (no need for palm wine this time),
70 litres of kerosene…'
'If you really want to know if a guy loves you, tell him to come from his Lekki
home to pick you up at Sango Ota and of course, to keep your make up intact, the
AC has to be put on!!!'
'Wanna impress a Chic? Ur fuel gauge gotta be hitting 'F'
'Dnt be shocked if u try 2 burn a thief with fuel and pple start slapping u
instead…be wise' 'Breaking News: Stolen car found, Fuel missing'
'Serious traffic on pedestrian lane'
When I sang everything na double double in Church on new year's eve, I nvr
meant fuel price º°°°°'
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'You know, Bank PHB saw this coming…it was in their tv advert: “one day, cars
would run on water, not fuel.” and what did the government do? Kill the bank!
Truth, they say, is bitter!'
'Robbery Scene: Bring your Wallet, Your Phone! Your Watch! Oya take comb
'loose' that Brazilian Hair…Now Open your Fuel Tank!'
'What's your view on this fuel subsidy” 'MY VIEW? IM WATCHING FROM
MY BALCONY… VERY BAD VIEW… I CAN SEE ONLY 8 CARS.
MeriAn Wele MonChie took a swipe and government publicists, saying: d@
neighbour 2 neighbour' advert on tv is only a scam n a propaganda by govt. Al
doz trillions de r talkin abt is crab, de wil steal al d@ money. Wher did d money
d@ d paris club left4 Nigeria go to? Wher is al d money d@ OBJ regime said he
w o u l d
u s
f r
e l e c t r i c i t y
g o
2 ?
by...MeriAn Wele MonChie
'dear subscriber, due to removal of fuel subsidy in Nigeria and consequential
increase in fuel price (N150), I regret to announce that BBM features are NOT
FREE anymore. The new price structure is as follows: PING!!!: N 40 Broadcast
msgs : N50 DP view & copy: N20 File transfer : N100 Thanks for your
cooperation. Once again, HNY! Signed Service Provider'.
'Day 4: The struggle continues... Bloodshed, arson, hunger, tears, pain,
darkness, cries of protest, rain of curses, gloom, uncertainty...in the prime of our
lives? And the government wont shift grounds? Hmmmmmmmm.
"I have read with acatalectic disgust, governments asinine and puerile
ratiocinations attempting to justiceate the proposed removal of subsidies from
petroleum products - Alero Richards
It has asseverated that its intentions is guided by the need to checkmate the
odoriferous excesses of a Machiavellian and Mephistophelean cabal and i have
said to myself, what a shame? What a self indicting admittal of the failure of
governance? What anhocus-pocus? What an anathematous disdain for its
citizenry?
Patrick obayagbon reads thus: 'must the people now bear the brunt for
governments ineptitude, inefficiency and pusillanimity in squaring up with
these economic philistines and fat cows? I feel even more nauseated and vexed
that the Governors Forum has posthaste conferred an apocalyptic imprimatur
on this genie. Let's not forget that majority of these same Governors had earlier
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called for this state of affairs as a condition sinequanon for paying the minimum
wage. What an opprobrium? What a depreciable descent from the sublime to the
ridiculous? It's up to us all to put this Presidential and Gubernatorial genie back
into the bottle but are we prepared?'
“Young Nigerians are beginning to ask questions of the religious leadership
that has been complicit (sic) with the status quo. At long last, there is
accountability pressure building up in the system”. Again, Monday's
announcement that the price had been reduced to N97 per litre renewed the war
on social media as some vowed not to surrender until the price is reversed to
N65”.
Preparing For Occupy Nigeria Phase 2: Comrades All, Given the number of
people we were able to mobilise unto the streets across Nigeria over the last two
weeks; given the number of new organisations of struggle and the number of
new activists that we have ….
Yinka Falade wrote thus: “GEJ announced on FB (Facebook) he has reduced
fuel price to N97! Goaaaaal! The masses have scored the leading goal! But the
match is on! We're not stopping! It's N65 or nothing! Let's play!”
He promised more electricity. He hasn't done it. He didn't promise fuel subsidy
removal. He's done it Way to go, Goodluck. My next door neighbours
campaigned fanatically for GEJ last year, saying he was separate from PDP.
Eight of them, all adults, voted for GEJ, and I estimate they won him another 60something votes within the area. I wish you could hear them curse him now as
they split firewood to cook their breakfast because they cannot find kerosene. I
Laugh. Judoka kifordu
What kind of interim compromise? NLC should not fall our hand.... N120naira
is still too much, thats just N20 difference from N140, gimme a break, and thats
just for Lagos, Benin, Ogun and Ibadan what of places like the North and East
that will sell fuel for twice that amount due to transport cost? NLC shd not shift
grounds from the initial demand for a revert to status quo...#keep occupying#.
Alero Richard
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